
 

 

TAS Market Map 
 

The TAS Market Map uses a sideways histogram, overlaid onto the price data, to graphically represent 

volume accumulating at price.  It updates dynamically at the end of each bar and is color coded to 

identify the following areas: 

Red : A developed area on the market map will have red lines designating that it is an area 

where there are many market participants willing to transact.  This area of red lines 

grouped together is known as the “value area” and it contains 70% of the volume 

transacted in that particular developed section (Price Map) within the overall Market 

Map. 

Yellow: Each Price Map will also contain one yellow line inside the value area.  This line is the 

“Point of Control” (POC) – the price where the most executions have occurred. 

Purple: A group of purple lines represents an area where there are less people willing to 

transact and is referred to as being “outside of value.” 

Blue: Areas on the Market Map represented only by blue lines designate where there is no 

interest on the part of commercial or institutional money (the “professionals”) to 

transact.  These areas are commonly referred to as “runaway gaps” or “rejection tails.” 

The TAS Market Map can be used with any time frame displayed on a chart and can be customized 

according to how many bars of data you want displayed in the Market Map.  In order to do this, simply 

select which bar you would like the Market Map to start with (0 would be the developing bar, 1 the bar 

preceding that, 2 the bar preceding that, etc.) and end with, then enter these numbers next to “Bar1” 

and “Bar2” in the indicator setup menu.  You can either have the map display right to left (enter the 

value for your starting bar next to “Bar1” and ending bar next to “Bar2”) or left to right (starting bar next 

to “Bar2” and ending bar next to “Bar1”).  The indicator setup menu also provides you the option to 

change the actual number of horizontal lines plotted to makeup the Market Map.  If the Market Map 

encompasses a large trading range, you might want to increase the value next to “NumBins” to better fill 

out the Market Map.  Alternatively, if the trading range is narrower, it might be hard to see each line 

making up the Market Map so you will want to decrease the “NumBins” value. 
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One of the great advantages provided by the TAS Market Map is the ability to plot multiple Market 

Maps on one chart.  Multiple maps provide traders with key insights into the developing market by 

displaying the confluence of areas of institutional interest.  Therefore, the use of multiple maps allows a 

trader to anticipate where commercial interest is likely to  cause the market to slow down and move 

sideways and where the market is likely to move rapidly through price in a trending manner due to lack 

of institutional support/resistance.   

As an example for creating multiple TAS Market Maps, let’s say you wanted to have one Market Map for 

the last 50 days of trading including the current day and a second Market Map for the 50 trading days 

directly preceding the first Market Map – both maps plotted left to right.  You would plot two TAS 

Market Maps on a daily chart with the following settings: 

Market Map 1: Bar1 = 49; Bar2 = 0; NumBins = 100 (this can be whatever you prefer) 

Market Map 2:   Bar1 = 99; Bar2 = 50; NumBins = 100 

When trading, the TAS Market Map provides valuable information as to areas of commercial interest 

and we can adapt our trading strategies to take advantage of this information.  The following general 

trading guidelines should help you to effectively use the Market Map as part of your overall trading 

method: 

 When price is in balance (i.e. inside the red value area), we look to trade the range of the value 

area – place entry orders just inside the top or bottom edge of the value area and look for an 

exit around the Point of Control or the opposite edge of the value area.  We do not look for 

breakout trade entries. 

o One exception where we might look for a breakout trade from the value area occurs 

when the price map has not fully developed for the current area – we have a red value 

area, but have yet to develop a purple or blue area on one side.  We anticipate price at 

least exploring this area (to complete the price map) and potentially trading straight 

through to another area of value. 

o We might also consider trading the range when price has runaway gapped into a new 

area on the Market Map and volume accumulates enough to begin forming purple bars.  

In this case, we might begin to look for trades within the purple range in anticipation of 

the price map fully developing this section into a red value area. 

 When price does breakout of a value area, that value area then becomes support or resistance.   

o On positions held through the breakout, we would move our stops just inside the 

breakout edge of the value area to guarantee a profitable trade.   

o An entry with a resting order just in front of the value area would be looked for on a 

price retest of the support or resistance provided by the value area. 
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 In the case of a Market Map that develops “multiple distribution” areas (i.e. multiple developed 

price maps within Market Map), we anticipate a trending move with price continuing in the 

direction the price maps are forming in relation to one another. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THERE IS A SUBSTANTIAL RISK OF LOSS IN TRADING COMMODITY FUTURES, OPTIONS, AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE PRODUCTS. 

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE MANY INHERENT 

LIMITATIONS. UNLIKE AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE RECORD, SIMULATED RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT ACTUAL TRADING. ALSO, 

SINCE THE TRADES HAVE NOT ACTUALLY BEEN EXECUTED, THE RESULTS MAY HAVE UNDER OR OVER COMPENSATED FOR THE 

IMPACT OF CERTAIN MARKET FACTORS SUCH AS LACK OF LIQUIDITY. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY 

ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN | TAS Usage Policy, Risk Warning, and 

Agreement 

http://www.tradeangle.com/tos.php
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